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A case of positive COVID-19-infected patient with retinal detachment and a large macular hole: A case report

Mohammed S. Ahmed
Department of Ophthalmology, Sohag Teaching Hospital, Sohag, Egypt

Abstract

Retinal detachment (RD) associated with macular hole accounts for 0.5% of RD. Here, we describe a rare case of RD and a large macular hole in a patient tested positive for COVID-19 in Sohag Teaching Hospital, Sohag, Egypt.
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Introduction

Macular hole-related retinal detachment (MHRD) occurs primarily in extremely myopic eyes, but it has also been documented to occur after blunt ocular trauma [1]. Although its pathophysiology is not entirely known, MHRD in high myopia is assumed to occur for three reasons: anteroposterior vitreous traction on the posterior pole owing to posterior staphyloma [2], tangential traction on the macula owing to cortical vitreous and epiretinal membrane contraction[3,4] (5), reduced retinal choroid adherence owing to retinal epithelial pigment [2]. We report a very rare cooccurrence of retinal detachment (RD) and a large macular hole and its management in COVID-19-infected patient.

Case report

(1) A 45-year-old male patient came to the ER at Sohag Teaching Hospital on 14/6/2020 to the emergency department, complaining of acute diminution of vision 2 weeks ago, with no history of hypertension or diabetes.

(2) At the time of examination, he complained of low grid fever, dry cough, mild dyspnea, affected taste and smell, with a history of contact with a positive COVID-19-infected patient 1 week ago.

(3) On examination (with full infection control precautions):
   (a) General clinical examination revealed 38°C body temperature, respiratory rate was 22 pm, 140/90 mmHg arterial blood pressure, 90 ppm heart rate, and 95% O₂ saturation at room air.
   (b) Visual acuity of best-corrected visual acuity of right eye was hand movement, uncorrected visual acuity of left eye was 6/60, and best-corrected visual acuity of left eye was 6/18 with glass −9.00/−1.5 × 180.
   (i) Anterior chamber: deep, bilateral myopic anterior chamber.
   (ii) Crystalline lens: bilaterally clear.
   (c) Fundus examination: right eye revealed total RD with large macular hole, and left eye revealed myopic changes.

(4) Investigations were as follows:
   (a) COVID-19 PCR revealed positive titer.
   (b) The D-dimer test revealed positive.
   (c) Ocular investigations:
      fx1
      fx2
      fx3
      fx4
      Ultrasonography and color photography revealed RD with macular hole.
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(d) Computed tomography chest revealed bilateral peripheral well-defined subpleural posterior ground-glass opacities mixed with consolidations, more noted at the right side, coronal, sagittal, and lungs’ axial images.
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fx8
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The procedure performed was follows:

Pars plana vitrectomy, retinal reattachment, internal limiting membrane (ILM) peeling, endolaser, and application of silicon oil tamponade.

Management
(1) Anesthesia:

We decide to do the procedure under infiltration of local anesthesia with mild sedation and close monitoring during operation.

(2) Control on the spread of nose, mouth droplets, and operative fluids droplets?

(a) All of the medical staff in the operating room wore full personal protective equipment (PPE), except the surgeon and patient being without a face shield. In addition, the patient was fixed with a nasal prong oxygen line under a well-fixed surgical mask with adhesive medical plaster to cut red off the nose, as well as mouth droplets, with placement of horizontal hard transparent plastic shield fixed around eyepiece of surgical microscope 25 cm × 25 cm to isolate any droplets away from the surgeon.

(b) We minimized all machine parameters such as suction, cutting rate, vacuum, and infusion flow rate to minimize eye fluid droplets during and after the operation.

(c) Close monitoring during the entire procedure (A–Z steps) was done by an infection control member team observer with a checklist, during postsurgical wearing, getting rid of PPE, and antiseptic control for surfaces and operating room after the end of surgery and patient transfer.

(3) Steps of the surgical procedure:
The steps were as usual as PP vitrectomy in such cases:

(a) Local anesthesia, adequate skin sterilization, and meticulous adhesive ophthalmic drape.

(b) Putting povidone-iodine drops 30–60 s before washing with BSS.

(c) 23-G valved torcher system placement.

(d) Core vitrectomy using TAA (Tri amcinolone asetonoid).

(e) Vitreous peripheral shaving.

(f) ILM staining with membrane blue.

(g) PFCL (per-flouro-carbon liquid) retinal flattening.

(h) ILM peeling with ILM peeling forceps free flap technique under PFCL.

(i) Subretinal fluid aspiration through a peripheral break.

(j) Endolaser application around the break.

(k) PFCL-air fluid exchange with good subretinal fluid drying.

(l) Silicon oil-air exchange.

(m) We are removing the trocher system with suturing one suture all through 8/0 vicryl absorbable suture.

(4) Postoperative follow-up

(a) It was done with wearing full PPE using slit-lamp bimicroscopy, and indirect ophthalmoscope the first day and the first week postoperatively (VA is 2/60, the retina is well-attached postoperatively under silicon oil, macular hole less opened), with the patient faced down 3 h per day for 1 week; all of these antiseptic precautions were done in each visit until COVID-19 curing and changing patient PCR from positive to negative PCR.

(b) One month postoperatively: examination in the same manner revealed visual acuity was 6/60, and OCT (optical coherence tomography) imaging denoted well-attached retina under silicon oil, smaller size macular hole, and with its edges coming closer.

(c) Three months postoperative. examination in the same manner revealed visual acuity was 6/18, and OCT imaging denoted well-attached retina under silicon oil, and the macular hole is mostly closed.

Discussion
Various surgical procedures have been described in the treatment of MHRD. A better understanding of the tractional forces and advances in surgical techniques have increased reattachment rates from ~50% to more than 90%. However,
the failure of macular hole closure and recurrent detachment remain challenging surgical problems, and visual outcomes are often disappointing.

In our case, we have some challenges as follows: (a) anesthesia, where local or general; (b) infection spread and infection control: control the spread of nose and mouth droplets and operative fluid droplets; (c) time and quality of visualization during operation with the full team wearing complete PPE; and (d) postoperative follow-up and prognosis.

We managed infection spread and infection control by preoperative examination, with full PPE for the medical staff and the patient, except face shield and goggles to achieve good visualization during the examination, and then transferring the patient to the operating room with his PPE and fixed nasal prong oxygen line under a well-fixed surgical mask with adhesive medical plaster to cut red off the nose, as well as mouth droplets. All medical team wore full PPE, and a horizontal hard transparent plastic shield fixed around eyepiece of surgical microscope 25 cm × 25 cm was placed to isolate any droplets away from the surgeon.

All medical team members who participated in this case in preparation, operation, and follow-up did not have a COVID-19 infection.

We decided to do the procedure under infiltration local anesthesia with mild sedation and close monitoring during operation. With follow-up, there was an improvement in visual acuity.
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